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CHAPTER. I 

Introduction 

The alert and eff ecthre science teacher is constantly confronted 

by :problems. One of the :mo·s,t common problems facing him is how to 

present or e,nrich the scientific topies under consideration. If 

the teacher limits himself to the use of the blackboard, textbook, 

and charts,the science course becomes dull or uninteresting. 

For the student to appreciate verbal descriptions of scientific 

phenomena and stat.ements of scientific principles, he must have real

istic experiences involving ·these concepts. Students va:ry in their 

abilities to learn f'rom 'Words. The teacher can aid the learner by 

providing demonstrations and experiments so that the student can 

observe t,he reality behind the. words. In some cases the visual ap

proach is almost a: necessity if the students are to gain much from 

science instruction. 

The demonstrations and experiments necessary for teaching ele

mentary and .secondary students in the earth sciences and biology need 

not contain expensive end complex equipment. Complex equipment oft ens 

obscures the purposes of the experiment, and money is not always 

available. Nature has provided a marvelous laboratory which is avail

able to all. It is the problera of the teacher of how best to take 

advantage of these facilities. 
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Many e:x:pe.rimen:ts and demonstrations tnay be suggested by the stu

dents. Devising and constructing the apparatus necessary to carry 

out these experiments can be a worthwhile activity in problem solving 

and the 2'!.ppl:leation of the seientifie method of approaching a. pro

blem., The teacher should have snot.her source of demonstrations and 

experiments which are available to him. Al though the literature 

abounds in sueh material, mch of it is unreliable., not suited to 

the teacher's need, or materials required to perform the a."Cperiments 

are not available. The purpose of this report is to colle·ct a series 

of learning experiences which will aid the soienece instructor in pre

senting some of the fundamental concepts found in the earth sciences 

with a minimum of equipment. 

No attempt has been made by the author to classify these demon

strations into grade levels of instruction. Sinee elements o:f the 

earth sciences are taught in the elementary sehool, some of the de

monstratior;.s can be used at this level.. For t.he most part these 

demonstrations are intended for use from the seventh through the 

tenth grade levels. 

Many technical terms have been omitted from this report so that 

the student -can make use of this report. .After the student finds 

that seientific experimentation can be carried out without expensiv.e 

equipment:, it is hoped that he will be encouraged to carry out ex

perimentation outside the classroom. 

No claim of completeness is made for this rei;-ort. Since dif

ferent aspects of the earth sciences are stressed in different 

secondary schools, it was difficult to decide what to include. It 
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is hoped that this source of leerning experiences and :materials will 

serve as a guide to the tea.char and the student in devising their 

equipment and experiments. 



ClIAPTER II 

Demonstrations and Experiments for the Study of' the Earth 

The impact of a raindrop ean be shown, by using a medi.eine drop-

per, a saueer pertially filled with di.rt and a piece of paper. Place 

the sa-noer containing the dirt on the paper. Fill the medicine drop

per with water and hold it about one yard above the saueer. See 

how mueh soil is splashed out on the paper. Then see ho'W I!IIJ.eh soil 

is removed attar placing an obstacle int.he path of the drop. How 

·1 1 doe.s vegetat on aid in preventing erosion? 

To illustrert.e the i'ormatlon of butte.s and mesas, punch a series 

of small holes in the bot tom of a. c-of£ee ean. Fill the ea.n vi th· 

loose dirt and plaoe a few coins on top of the dirt. Sprinkle the 

dirt with water. As the dirt is washed away the area protected by 

the coins will appear as small nat.-top mounds. What might be one 

reason these £lat-top mounds do not usually occur in a wet climate? 

A model to show the erosional eff-ects of running water can be 

ea.sily constructed. Two wooden trays, as show in Figure I, are 

:made va:tertight by sealing the corners with a caulking compound or 

putty. A small screen should be tacked over the open o.f the tray 

and the tray filled. with soil. A bucket or a glass jar will serve 

to oateh the run-off water. Sprinkle the soil with water and 

1UIOOCO Source Book for Science Teaching, (Paris, 1956}, p. 62. 
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observe the rate of erosion. A comparison of the erosional rates of 

a tight clay soil and. a loose sandy soil may be made. The trays may 

also be tilted at different angles and the .rates of erosion observed. 

The effect of vegetation.upon erosion may also be observed by cover

ing one tray with sod, and leaving soil of the other tray bare. 2 

FIGURE I 

A model to show geological faulting can be made from scrap 

pieces .of plywood. Glue several pieces of plywood together to form 

a block. i'he pieces of plywood need not be of the same thickness, 

since they serv$ to illustrate geological formations .. Saw the block 

at a 60 degree· angle to the horizontal.. Various types of faulting 

can be shown lJith this model, and simple problems involving the use 

of the :30 degree right tr.iangle may be solved .. 

FIGURE II 
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The folding·of geologic formations may frequently be caused by 

horizontal compre1:Ision. .An easily constructed primary couple can 

clearly illustrate these forces. A square frame made from scrap lum-

her and hinged at the corners is covered with rubber from an imier-

tube. A thin veneer of modeling clay or ~ax is then spread across 

the rubber sheet. The frame is then subjected to a couple (Figure III). 

The axis of these folds will make an angle of 45 degrees to the 

J direction in which t.he couple is acting. 

FIGURE III 

A miniature geyser that erupts intermittenly can make a very 

strikin.g demonstration. 'l'o make it, cut a piece of tin or galvanized 

iron 26 to JO inches long and form i.n the shape of a trapizoid 1.6 

inches wide at one ,end and 9 inches :wide at the other end. Roll the 

trapizoid in the shape of a cone and solder the joints. A small disk 

is soldered at the base of the cone. Close the upper end of the cone 

with a short brass rod through which a 1/4 inch hole has been dril

led. The cone should be watertight except for the 1/4 inch opening. 

The lid of a garbage can minus the handle can serve as a. catch basin, 

3 d ( ) Harlan P. Billings, Structural Geology, New York, 1947 , 
pp. 94-95. 
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and reservoir. Solder the upper end of the cone into a hole cut in 

the basin making sure there is a good tight fit. The braces of 

hea·vy wire. or iron are attached to the sldes of the cone and the basin. 

Support the miniatm .. e geyser by· means of' a ring stand and clamps. 

Add the us.tar ·to the cone. It is necessary to make seve:i::·al trials 

to find the amount of \!later necessary. The outside of the cone should 

be insulated with 8.sbestos paper or- some suitable insulat,ing material. 

Heat is then added at the base of the cone by means of a bunsen 

AS. the appara:tus is heated the vapor pressure rises until the 

· vater boils. As the wat$' boils the aperture be.comes filled with 

water ·vapor, this stops the ese·ape of steem causing a pressure to 

develop beneath the liquid a:nd forcing it out in a stream. The vater 

is cooled in the air and then runs baek into the cone and another 

t . • • t 4 e:rup 1.on oeeurs in a • ew mom.en s,. 

FIGURE IV 

4J. O. Frank and G. J. Barlow, MY;stery Exp@:imen~, (Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin:, 191+5), pp. 108-109. · 



A pie th1., three 12 inch dowels, a steel ball, end a piece of· 

ad.l:l.esive tape, ere all the materials necessary to construct a. Fau-

eault pendulum. The three dowels forXJt a tripod which supports the 

pendulum. The legs are hrt3.ced against the inside of the pie tin, 

and the steel ball hangs by a thread from the apex of the tripod. 

The adhesive tape: serves to mark the pli:ine in which the pendulum is 

released. After a .few hours the plane of the pendulums swing w.11 

appear altered. This is caused, by the spinning of the earth which 

is turning under the pendulum like the turntable of a phonograph~; 

8 

A dip needle 'InaY be constructed by using a metal knitting needle, 

a small wire, a piece of rubber tubing, and a small cardboard stand 

to whieh a plastic protractor is glued. The angle, of dip is read· · 

direetly. The rubber tubing is ·plaeed about the knitting needl.e and 

a short pin which has been softened over a flame is pushed through 

the tu.bing. After adjusting the rubber tubing so that the needle is 

suspended horizontally, the ne~dla is lnagnetized by placing it in a 

magnetic field. The needle is then replaced on the stand. The pin 

must be bent to alter the relative positions of the center of gravity 

and the ax.is of suspensi.on.6 

FIGURE: V 

-------,--~ 
5John s. Richardson, ;?gienc1p,Teaching . .!!1 Secondary Schools, 

(Englewood Cliff's, Nev Jersey, 19;7}, p. 267. 

6J .• A. Lanwerys, The Seienee Master's Book, Part IV, Series III, 
ed. L~ J. Rowe and R. J.Bartle, (London, 1956}, pp. 128-129. 
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To illustrate the magnetic field of the earth and its effect 

upon a compass, the following materials are required: a large · 

round bottomed glass fla.sk about 16 inches in diameter,. a cobs1t, 

ehro.me bar magnet which is 7.5 een.ti;meters in length, an inexpen

sive compass, two corks and a eemen·Ung c.o:mpound. The round flask 

represents the earth. With a c1~ayon, mark two great .ell··(:les on it 

a:t right e.ngles to one another. One of these circles represents the 

O and 180 .mer.idians and the other represents "the 90 E llnd 90 W meri

dians. A line representing the equator should also be marked. 

The ms.gnet is placed in a slot cut in the cork. The magnet 

should be tilted at an angle to the geographical poles. The :poles 

of' the magnet should be clearly marked. The cork is then attached 

to a. small wooden pole and the magnet placed inside the flask. The 

rod should be turned until the magnet lies in the plane o.f the O and 

180 meridians. As the compass is moved over the surface of the flask, 

FIGlJRR VI 
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the var:lati.on should be zero along iihese :meridians, except hEitween 
. ' ' ' 7 

the 111':lg!letic and geographic poles where i.t will be 180 degrees. 

T,,. ~ D'l1!"0 'fJ 'P -,, T:::I j th t • 1 ..1,.,, .c .1.e,·~ · · v .· · , "'l a11a y 2 s.:10Y . · e l!lE.gne 1 c po ... es • 

show the angle of d:i.p caused by the magnetic field. 

w~riation on the 90 degree mer:ldisn. 

?4 &"ld f\ 
P:3 shows the 

Students are always interested in fossils. In many 1ocali.ties 

fossils are abundant. Sedimentary rocks a.re the best source of 

. fossils, particularly limestones. Shales frequently contain fos-

sils, but sandstones ere generally poor places to look for fossils. 

If' the community does not eontain any fossils, a letter to the state 

museums may prove helpful. 

A collection of .fossils is an interesting addition to.the 

school wseum. To be of any real value the fossils should he mounted 

and labeled. This label should include their identification, where 

they were collected, r~d 1.vho collected them. M.~y interesting facts . 

about the geologic ht story of one I s community can be learned from 

a study of these f'ossils. 

The value of field trips should not be underestimated. .A short 

field trip can be used to illustrate many processes of erosion, 

earth movements, and the changing face of the landscape. These 

field trips do not have to be long. The school playground, eity 

park, or an open field will u.sualJ,y show somE:J erosionBJ features. 

7w. IJ.owarch, The Science Master's~, Part I, Series III, 
ed. G. Fi. J. Adlam, L. R. Humby, and G. N. Pingraff, (London, 1957), 
pp. 163-165. 



CHAPTER III 

Identification of Rocks and lilinerals 

The complete identifica.tion or rocks and minerals is beyond 

the scope of this report. There are some 2000 different minerals, 

of' this number there are some 70 commonly occurring mLnerals. The 

author has considered. only 15 of the most impo1·tant of i~hese miner-

a.ls. These 15 minerals go toge,ther to make up the 23 rock groups 

considered. Most of the-se rocks and minerals oan be found locally 

or they £.re inexp~"l.Si"J'e to purchase. A list of firms which supply 

theru is included at the end of ·the chapter. 

The methods used to identify these rocks have been simplified, 

but all of the methods set .forth are conunon techniques used in 

making a megascopic .identification • .Although a lOX. hand lenses is 

desirable it is not necessary. The key to the identification of 

any rook or mineral is careful observation of details. 

A lT!ineral is a natural occurring inorganic substance with a de

finite chemical composition., usually possessing a definite crystal

line structure and having characteristic physical properties.1 It 

will be noted that coal and petroleum do not f'it into this classi-

fication, even though they are commonly r.eferred to as minerals. 

1Edward H. Kraus, Walter F. Hunt, and Lewis S. Ramsdell, 
Mineralogy, (4th ed., ?lew York, 1951), p. 6. 
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In most cases minerals may be easily identified by their physi-

eal characteristics. In so:me cases a more careful observation than 

'Will be considered here ma.y be neces.sary, and in a few rare cases 

a chemical analysis my be required. The basic properties of min-

erals considered in this report are (1) color, (2) streak, (.3) clea

vage and fracture, and {1 .. ) special f.eatures. 

Some min.era.ls have a distinctive color :which sets them apart 

and makes identification simple. Galena has a distinct lead-gray 

color, and pyrite has a b:rassy-... yellow color. Some 1ninerals such as 

quartz, have a wide range of colors, but color is still an important 

ehsracteristie in identifying minerals. 

The streak is another important criteria in identifying a :min-

er-al. The streak is the color of the mark a mineral makes on un

glazed porce1ain.2 The streak for any one mineral is al-weys the 

same. 

The relative hardness of a mineral is an important character-

istic .making an acc11rat,e identif:i.cation. In most cases the hardness 

of a mineral is compared to a group of minerals of' a definite hard-

ness. The relative hardness values of these minerals range fra:m 

one to ten~ Since these minerals of a standard hardness may not he 

available, their approximate hardness may he approximuted by using 

the follo-wing materials: the fingernail with a hardness of to 2.5, 

a copper penny up to 3, a knife blade up to 5.5, w:tndow glass 5.5, 

and a steel file from 6 to 7.3 

2Ib· '·d . J. • ' P· 99 • 

3Ibid .. , p. 100 .. 
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Cleavage and fracture are frequently very conspicuous and 

highly characteristic. This is the ability of a mineral to split 

along definite planes.4 Galena cleaves in three planes which are at 

right angles to each other. The micas (biotite and muscovite} cleave 

in only one direction.. In some minerals cleavage is obscure and hard 

to determine, and in others it is completely absent. 

In .addition to the physical characteristics already mentioned 

some minerals have special f ea.tur.es. All of the minerals have a 

specif'ie gravity. This may help identify the mineral. Those min

erals which .feel heavier tha:n the others contain heavy elements such 

as iron and lead making them easy to identi£y. Magnett te has the 

interesting property of being able to attract a magnet1 and a drop 

of dilute hydrochloric acid placed on calcite causes an effervescence. 

The use of a chart to aid in identification is a common practice. 

Figure VII shows how this identification can be carried out after 

the physical properties of a mineral have been determined. 

11A rock is a composition of two or more minerals."5 Unlike min

,erals, rocks do not have a de.fin! te chemical composition. For ex

ample, the common occurring granite is composed primarily of felds

par1 quartz, and mica. Sandstone and quartzite are composed princi

pally of quartz. Marble and limestone have oalc:tte as their main 

constituent .. Thus a lmowledge of minerals is a great a.id in identi

fying rocks. 

4Ibid. 1 103. 

5o. tl. Tyrrell, ~ Principles !af. Petrologl, (London, 1926), 
p. 7. 
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Mineral Color Strea.k Hardness Cleav-a.ge 

---------------.,,,~...-""""~---------------
Gypsum t\!'hite or Colc,rl.;:.ss White 2 Fibrous 

Massive Gypsum White to J?:h,Jr or ?Ione 

--~~, --~-Br ... o;;;c.wn.,.;;.;;.. -----· 

Wide 1·ai:1ge of color·s \.Jhite 'l trone 

Mtlscovite(Mica) White 2-J l-pe:rfect 

Calcite 3 3-pe:efect 

Feldspar Pink to Dark Green White 6 

------· ------------~----·---
2 at 90 
degrees 

Chert (Flint} White YelloTJ to 7 None 
Brown 

Biotite {Mica) Dark Brom1 to Black White 2 .. 5-3 1-perfeet .~~~~-~--------r---~----~----~~--~~--~~--------~--~~-----
Hematite Dar.-k Red to B!',:nmish 

R.ed 
Red
Brown. 

3-6 None 
___ ..._ __ -.,. __ o_·-··-·-..... -, ___ ,. .. ..,, _ _....... __________ .,.. __ __ 
Sphalerit,e Brownish Red to Yellowish- 3.5-4 6-good 

Yellowish R ... e ... d .... · _______ vi __ h;,;;;;i .... te ___________ _ 

Garnet Rose Red to .Derk Red mute 6 .5-·? .5 None 

--------------·-------·----
Lin1onite Iellou-Yellowish 

Brown 
Yell cw- Variable None 
Brown 

---------"~""""'-·- ""*''~- '"', ....... ~------------
.Brass-Yellow Black 6-6.5 None 

Flint ( Chert ) Black White 7 None 

Hornblende Blackish Green to Grayish- 5-6 None 
____ D __ a..,r ... k._...G ... r ... ea..,.n""'. -·----G ... r ... ee .... · ..... n_. __________ _ 

Galena Lead Gray t.e~d Gray 2. 5 3 at 90 

---------------------·-------degrees 
5.;-6.5 None 

~_,,.. ____ _ 
FICnJfiI~ VII 

Geology tabora:tory Manual, Oklahoma State University, (Stillwater, 
Oklahoma), 1959, P• 3 .. 
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Rocks are placed into three classes: (1) igneous, (2) sedi-

. mentary, and (.3} metamorphic. A knowledge of the origin of these 

rocks will aid in their identification and likewise their identi:fi-

cation aids one in le.arn:ing about the geologic history of a region. 

As molten rocks eool and solidify, igneeus roci'ks are formed. 

Granite, basalt, obsidian, pumice, and scoria ar,e of this type. As 

soon as these rocks are formed they begin the process of erosion, 

or of being worn away. Many of these erosion products are carried 

away by the action of wind, water, and glaciers. Later they are de

posited as ,sedimentary rocks. Such rocks as sandstone, shale, and 

limestone are or this type. The sedimentary and igneous rocks may 

be changed in appearance ·ey- the action of heat and pressure. These 

rocks are known as metamorphic rocks. Some of' thes& are merble, slate, 

and quartzite. 

Igneous rocks are classified by three characteristics: (1) tex

ture, (2} color, and (3) mineral composition .. 7 The texture refers 

to the relative size of the minerals which compose it. If the magma 

from which the igneous rock formed cooled slowly, the mineral parti

cles e:an be seen without the aid of a magnif'ying glass, and the tex

ture is eourse. lf the magma cooled rapidly the texture vill be fine 

and the individual mineral particles cannot be seen without a :me.gni-

tying glass. At times the lavas may cool so rapidly that they take 

on a glassy appearance; and their texture is termed glassy. Lavas 

also contain many gases. These gases often :fill the lavas vi th holes. 

7 . Ibid .. ; pp .• 106-107. 
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T·h""se ho1r-s,<,; "'""" "'·" 11 n.4 ···7r::,s·,;·c1 "'"" ,,,,,~ +.h~ t,,.,d-,:,., .... e 1° p ~··,c,s·l ,..,~·1 ,,,~ 8 
G -· -~-··-·· ,: ... !...!..~;; '-c•G·l,.,, •. ,..,\2\~':.. ), o,;;.-1,,,,.1,., ~--\;Fl'-.:) _,,...,,.L'. I>.--\':, ~-1,,.u.~ , , .. ,,. ~,;...-! -4......,'-"..,-tw,..L ~ If 

the conling l"(ftf~ of the magma changes from slcm :i:-ati'~ of cooling to 

Et faster rat,e, 8ome 1arge crystals s"ll:'rounded by 11 fine texture will 

be observed. Such a te::.ture :h~ called _rorphyritic, end the rock is 

called a. porphyry. 9 

The color of a rock :ts det,ermined by the minerals Y1hieh form the 

rock. These may be roughly d:brided into two groups, light and dark 

colored" Only those :rocks which are dark green or black ore placed 

in the dark colored group. 

The :min.erals whlch compose a rock are ::-mt always easy to deter

mine, bnt they a:re the final criteria in naming n rock.10 Since 

ide:ntifieation o.f the fine textured rocks is rather di:ffi.cult, these 

may he 1~'1aeed tn a general g,:ou;.1 of rocks known as felsites. Basalt, 

a black, f:tne textured rock is the only ei:ception in the g1:·oup of 

rocks under conslderat:ton. 

flrst nnd then the eolor. After a careful obse:r",7ation of the miner,'itls 

After the,se rocks have been broken down by :processes of erosion, 

they f.o:rm sediments. 1'Jhen these s0di111ent.s 'become cemented together 

they form sedimen:tiiry rocks. Those sedtment12ry rocks that have been 

Saeology Laboratory Manual, Oklahoma. State University, (Stillwater, 
Oklahoma., 195.9 ), p. 6. 

9Ibid. 

lOTyrrell, P• 104. 
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formed by a mechanical process are called elastics and those whieh 

have been formed. by a chemical process are· called non-elastics. 
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The elastic rocks contain. fragments of the older roeks from. -which 

they were formed.. The size. or the individual particles determines 

the ela_ssif'ication of elastic rocks. A conglomerate eontai:ns rounded 

pebbles 'tifhieh are larger than 1/8 inch in diameter. . Some conglom.er

a.tes havEII rounded particles the size of boulders. A breeeia is com

posed. of particles 'Which are also greater than 1/8 inch in diairi.eter 

which have been cemented together. While these particles are small 

they can still be seen wi tb.out the aid of a magnifying glass. A shale 

contains the finest grains of al.1 the elastics~· It is formed by the 

eompa.etion of mud and clay.. The individual particles c;annot be deter

m:i.ned with the unaided eye. 

The non-elastics sedimentary rocks ere formed b7 chemical pre

ei.pi tation of material or deposited bee.a.use of the actions of organ

isms. The most important non-elastics are gypsum, chert, and different 

varieties of ealciUlll carbonate. Gypsum and chert are both minerals 

and rocks and have been. covered with the minerals. Calcium carbonate 

occu.t>s principally in three forms; limestone, travertine, and dolo

mite .. These can be easily identified by their reaction vith bydro.chlo

ric acid. When a small amount of hyd'rochloric acid is placed on a 

carbonate rock, a bubbling or effervescence takes place. 

Travertine is a type of limestone 'Which is found deposited in 

streams and caves. It usually has a banded appearance and has a 

color which ranges fr-om a buff to grs:y. Dolo:Jnite differs .from lime

stone, because of the lllagnesium it contains. When testing this rock 
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with hydrochloric acid it is usually nece.ssary to scratch it before 

effervescence will occur. 

Metamorphic rocks are those which have been formed as a result 

of heat and pressure upon pre-existing rocks. .Al though the appear

ance of the rocks has been changed and their properties altered, the 

origin of metamorphic rocks is usually apparent. Quartzite is a 

former sandstone which has been. changed by metamorphism. The cement 

which holds. the rock together has become so resistant that when the 

rock is fractured it will break across the sand grains. Slate had 

its origin in shale. The shale was altered by heat and pressure 

causing it to become much more dense. Marble is a limestone or dol

omite in which the crystals have been reformed. It still remains 

soft and reacts with hydrochloric acid. A schist is an igneous 

rock that has been altered in appearance. It .appears to be ma.de up 

of a. series of irregular· layers, and contains a large amount .of mica. 

Gne.iss is a course metamorphic rock which has a well defined banded 

appearance. The bands consist ot light minerals alternating vi th 

dark colored minerals. 



Geological and Mineral Specimen Suppliers: 

Schort:mann 's Y.dnerals 
10 McKinley Avenue 
Easthampton, Mass. 

ward Natural Science Rstablishme:nt, Inc. 
Rochester 9 
New York, New York 

Minerals Unlimited 
1924 University Avenue 
Berkley 3, California 
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CHAPTER IV 

Demonstrations and Instruments for Studying the Weather 

The air pressure may be measured -within limits of about 10 per-

cent by using a spring balance and a suction dart. The suction cup 

of the dart is moistened and placed against a smooth rigid surface. 

The spring balance is attached to the dart. The force required to 

pull the dart away is read directly on the balance. The area over 

which this air acts may be somewhat difficult to find, but rough 

measurements will give an adequate result for the level for which 

this demonstration is designed.1 

A mercury barometer is easily constructed if' materials are 

available. A 32 inch length of glass tubing is closed at one end 

by heating it in a flame. Mercury is then added slowly. If air 

bubbles are trapped, shake the tube slightly. Place about 3/4 of' 

an inch of mercury in a dish or bottle. After filling the tube 

with mercury, place the thumb over the end of the tube and invert it 

in a dish of' mercury. Secure the glass tube in place. A meter 

stick or yardstick allows one to n1&.ke a barometric reading in centi-

meters or inches of mercury. 

1 . 
Brian Holmes, ~ Science Master 1s Book, Part IV, Series III, 

L J. Rowse and F.. J. Bertle., {London, 1956), p. JO. 
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FIGURE IX 

The framework of the barometer is made from light wood or card.-

board. A ca.n which contains a typewriter ribbon acts as the "re-

servoir11 • A small hole 1/16 inch in diameter is drilled in the lid. 

Place a small amount .of water in the can and the lid is soldered on. 

After heating the ean over a small flame quickly close the hole 

with a drop of solder. A short \lire with a loop in the end of it 

is soldered to the can slightly off center. 

The pointer is made of a stiff brass wire "Which is flattened 

at one end. The wire is bent twice around a pivot pin. The end of 

this brass wire is placed in the loop of the short vertical wire. 

A small piece of light wood or composition material placed in back 

of the pointer makes a .firm hold. for the pivot pin.2 

An inexpensive. anemometer for measuring the velocity of the 

wind may be easily constructed. Select two pieces of light ,,mod 

2&ie G. Brieze, ~ Science Master's~' Part IV, Series III, 
ed. L. J. Rowse and R. J. Bartle, (London, 1956), p. 9. 



about 20 inches long and 1/~ inch square. Cut a small notch 1/ 4 

inch deep in each piece as shown in Figure X. Fit the two pieces 

together to form cross arms and drill a hole in the exact center of 

the cross arms. A small medicine tube is then mounted in the hole 

and held in place by cement. 

FIGURE X. 
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Obtain two ball floats from a plumber and unsolder them to form 

four cups. These are then nailed to the end of the cross arms 

making certain the cups are all facing in the SB.me direction. 

A wooden rod with a sharp nail placed in the rod fits into the 

medicine tube so that the instrument is free to turn. 

To calibrate the anemometer, choose a day when there is no wind 

or a very light wind. Slide the instrument out of the window of the 

ear and record the number of turns it makes in 30 seconds at different 

speeds. These speeds should be about five miles per hour apart} 

3uNESCO Source Book for Science Teaching, {Paris, 1956), p. 87. 
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To find the relative amount of uater in the air requires only 

the use of two inexpensive thermometers and a relative humidity 

table. 

The two thermometers must be checked over·a period of several 

days to see that they are in agreement. They are then mounted on a 

board so that they are about .four. inches apart. Wrap one of the 

thermometer bulbs in a piece of muslin cloth and place the other 

end of the cloth in a bottle of distilled water or r'a:in water. Hang 

the board so that it will have free access to the air. Read both 

the thermometers and subtract the reading ·Of the wet bulb from that 

of the dry bulb. Then use a relative humidity table to !'ind the re

lative humidity. It you should read JO in the table,. this means that 

the atmo·sphere holds only . .30 percent of the water vapor i.t is capable 

of holding at the dry bulb temperature.4 

The dew point tempera.tu.re is a .frequent weather observation. It 

is the· temperature at which the moisture in the air starts tQ con-

dense. To measure this temperature, a shiny can, a thermometer, 

some water and ice are all that is necessary. The metal can must be 

dry and shiny- enough to reflect the print of a newspaper or book. 

Place the water and thermometer in the can. Add the ice to the water 

a little at a time and stir with the thermometer. t-Jhen dew begins 

to form on the outside of the can., read the thermometer and this will 
5 

be the approximate dew point temperature. 

4Ibid., p. 88. 

5 Ibi.d., pp. 93-94. 
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The -water cycle may be shown by heating some water until it 

nears the boiling point and placing it in a jar or drinking glass. 

A small florence flask or some other round bottom container filled 

with cool "1ater is placed in the glass leaving some space between 

the hot :wate,r and the bottom. of the, container. As the water vapor 

evaport:ltes from the jar it condenses on the round bottom flask and 

water 'droplets are formed which fall back into the jar as precipi

tation. The three important aspects of the water cycle - conden

sation, precipitation, and evaporation - are sho1.m as they occur in 

nature. 6 

6Ibid., p. 93. 



Demonstrations for the Study of Astronol!\V 

A film strip proj eetor representing the sun, a volley ball re-

presentlng the earth, and a tennis bill representing the moon can 

be used to demonstrate the phases of the moon and eclipses. The 

projector should be placed as far away from the earth as practical. 

By viewing the moon .from different angles the phases of the moon 

are clearly illustr-eted.1 

The cause of the different seasons may be illustrated by using 

a tennis ball:i a knitting .needle, and a light source. Push the knit

ting needle through the ball to represent the eEt..rth's axis. Mark 

off a circle about. 16 inches in diameter on a piece. or cardboard. 

Hang an electric light in the center of' the circle. Tilt the axis 

about 23 1/2 degrees and .rotate the ball a.bout the light. At eaeh 

q:u,arter turn observe, t,he amount of light that falls in each hemi

sphere, the part of the bsll that is always illuminated, and the 

position or the direct rays of' the sun.2 

1B. Nicholl, Jh~ Scj..e~£! ~er•s 1122Js, Part IV, Series III, 
ed. t .. J. Rowse and R. J. Bartle, (London, 1956), pp. 3-4. 

2vera Shields and A. E. Clyde, "Something New to Show the 
Change of the Sea.sons11 , .l'1!! Science ~acher, DUI, (1955 ) , pp. 245-246. 
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The effects the angle of the su.n•s rays has upon the amount of 

heat received by the earth, can be show with a f1a:shlight and a 

piece of cardboard. Holding the flashlight vertical, shine the light 

on the cardboard and draw a line around the edge of the spot. Now 

hold the flashlight the S.$.me distance from the cardboard but at dif

ferent angles to compare the size of the spots. Which area receives 

the most hea.t from the flashlight? 

On a clear night, point a camera at the north star. Leave the 

lens open for several hours. How can the arcs made on the photo

graph be explained'l 

A model sundial for simple experiments can be made from light 

wood or cardboard. The latitude of the place where it is to be used 

must be known. Knowing the latitude, the gnomon which casts the 

shadow, ean now be made. Make a right triangle with the base angle 

equal to the latitude. Then glue the gnomon into position with the 

hypotenuse of' the triangle pointing at the north star. The hours 

can then be marked off on the haseboard.3 

FIGURE II 

.'.3mrnisco Source Book for Science Teaching, (Paris, 1956), p. 70. 
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An inexpensive astrolobe may be 111ade f.rom three inexpensive pro-

tractors, a drinking straw and some scrap lumber. 'l.'he drinking straw 

is cemented to the base line of the protractor. The protractor is 

then fastened to a vertical wooden pole so that the protractor is 

movable. A plumb line should also be 8.ttached to insure that the 

pole is upright. 

'l'he base of the astrolabe c-onsists of two protractors placed on 

a flat piece of wood, so that they form a circle. The vertical pole 

is then attached to the base by means of a screw. The pole should 

be able to rotate freely. A small washer placed between the vertical 

pole and the base cwill aid in lt;.s moveme..1<1t. A piece of wire or tin 

w.ill indicate the angle on a horizontal scale. 4 

FIGURE XII 

4Al.bert. J. Read, "Teaching Aids in Astronomyft, The Science 
Teacher, XXV, (1958), pp. 402-40.3. 
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